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About This Game

Take a dive into the magic world of your favorite fairy tale Beauty and the Beast! In this Hidden Objects game, your dream
comes true! Help the heroine solve puzzles and find cleverly disguised clues.

Colorful 360 degree scenery, animation, and 3D visual effects will make your adventure vivid and fun. Those with a
competitive streak can repeat the quest with new puzzles and have an opportunity to contend with other players.

 Key features:

 Experience unusual 360-degree panoramas and 3D views!

 Vibrant interiors

 At each level there are 2 different sets of items, so you can replay with new tasks.
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Once upon a time, a prince was born in a distant kingdom. He was fabulously handsome but too proud and arrogant. One day
the young prince enraged a witch and she transformed him into a beast. His castle fell into desolation and the blossoming garden

became dark. Couple of years later, a beautiful girl found herself in the enchanted castle and met the ugly beast.
Kindness and love help Belle to remove the spell from the Prince.

Help Belle to go through all the ordeals and find love!
If your child has not read Beauty and the Beast fairy tale yet, playing the hidden objects game together will be a sure way to

spark interest!
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Title: Beauty and the Beast: Hidden Object Fairy Tale. HOG
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Crisp App Studio
Publisher:
Crisp App Studio
Release Date: 7 Aug, 2018
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English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Traditional Chinese,Simplified
Chinese,Korean,Dutch,Polish,Portuguese,Russian,Turkish,Ukrainian,Czech,Japanese
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This was a cute hidden object game with some very difficult items to find. I liked that there was no countdown timer, but rather
I had to climb the leaderboards to get 3 stars on a puzzle. The 360 room scrolling made object finding more challenging to do
quickly. I liked that the items in the puzzle changed each time the puzzle was re-done to improve my star rating; and now that
I've finished all puzzles in about 2 1\/2 hours, there is supposed to be more items and challenges =]. I recommend this for some
casual, quiet fun with great graphics and objects for a super low price. wow! Cool game! Let's start with the design ... the
interface is very simple and clear, all this is expressed through bright and pleasant colors of shades, the whole game came out
very colorful, which gives a big plus to the game. The game is interesting, the task is to look for different things, with each level
of things more and more difficult to find, which adds interest to the game. All this is accompanied by a pleasant and soothing
music. Also in the game there is a board of honor and a small number of achievements.
The game is not demanding of a computer, which is important for each player! I am pleased, thank you!. Hidden Object Search
at its core. And nothing else. No story, no puzzles, just find 'em all for a limited time. Not worth your time, truly.
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